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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Hello! My name’s Rory, and I’m the new editor of the Hyogo Times. If 
you’re a new arrival in Hyogo, then welcome; we’ll be new together. 
If you’re an established Hyogo-getter, then good on you for staying- 
let’s try and make this coming year even better than the last. Last 
August, I arrived in Japan petrified by heat, by humidity, by worry 
and fear, by homesickness and dread of the new and unknown; 
looking back, I was definitely overreacting. If you’ve just arrived and 
you’re anything like me, then you’re worried you won’t make any 
friends. Near impossible. There are so many of us here in Hyogo, 
there’ll be at least one person to whom you can attach yourself with 
alacrity. You’re probably also wondering when the heat will abate- 
based entirely on last year, it’ll be around the beginning of October. 
Then the cold will set in pretty quickly and you’ll miss all this 
sunshine, though probably not all this water vapour. You may also be 
wondering where all the robot maids and dragon balls and beedrills 
are. Sapporo. You’ll need to get a flight, probably with Peach; I’d 
recommend going in February and also catching the Snow Festival.

To tide you over with all the free time 
you suddenly possess (seriously, when 
you arrive you have nothing to do- 
just you wait), we’ve got a figurative 
bevvy of articles for you to peruse: 
various Hyogo JETs talk about their 
reasons for staying; Caitlyn 
recommends some reads and some 
rambles; there’s a review of the third 
season of the animated slow motion 
car crash Bojack Horseman; a 
suggestion for music to help tame the 
woes of being away from home; a 
diatribe about witnessing major 
changes in your home country from 
far away; and in The Refuge, our 
creative writing section, there’s some 
pieces about how hot it is because 
that’s quite a pressing subject right 
now. 

Enjoy!

 Rory, d chief 
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Rory Kelly

“If you’ve just 
arrived and you’re 
anything like me, 
then you’re 
worried you won’t 
make any friends. 
Near impossible. 
There are so many 
of us here in 
Hyogo, there’ll be 
at least one person 
to whom you can 
attach yourself 
with alacrity.”
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LETTER FROM THE PREFECTURAL
REPRESENTATIVE

Welcome to Hyogo, the prefecture with the third most 

ALTs in Japan! Since there are so many of us, there are a lot of 

different events hosted by the Hyogo Association for Japan 

Exchange and Teaching (HAJET) throughout the year. The first 

event that will be held is the Welcome Party, which is on August 

27th.

HAJET is a group of ALTs that live in Hyogo prefecture 
who volunteer to plan fun events for you. The goal of HAJET is to 
bring people together. If you aren’t already connected to “Hyogo 
AJET” on Facebook, I greatly recommend it. I also recommend 
joining the “AJET Block 6” group and the Facebook group in your 
area within Hyogo (e.g. “Hanshin JET”). Other AJET related 
recommendations are to download the “AJET iConnect” app and 
the “Japan Life Guide” app. Lastly, you should check out the HAJET 
Google Drive account, which has a number of lessons and 
activities that you can download. You can access the HAJET Drive 
by clicking on this link:

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B881mVbBHdHUS0x2a
VRENC1mdlk&usp=sharing

This summer is the most free time that you, incoming ALTs, will 

have while you are on the JET Program. It is probably also the 

most stressful time. I have compiled a list of advice to help 

alleviate some of the stress:

● Talk with your students and co-workers. I have found 

that participating and/or watching club activities is an 

excellent way to interact with students. Before 

participating, I recommend getting permission from the 

teacher who is in charge of that club activity.

● Don’t sit at your desk all day.

● Tour your school. Explore your school by walking around 

with or without a guide. Try to find the different 

buildings and floors that you will be teaching on.

● Get an understanding of the environment at your 

school. You can do this by talking with students and 

teachers, walking around the school, looking over the 

lessons that your predecessor left for you, etc.

● Look through your predecessor’s old lessons. What 

level are your students? What type of lessons did your 

predecessor teach? Do you want to do something 

similar or different? What can you learn from what 

they did? You can also ask English teachers who 

taught with your predecessor which lessons worked 

well and why.

● Organize your desk. How will you stay organized in 

the future? How will you plan for the lessons that you 

will teach? How will you record the lessons that you 

have taught? Do you have all of the office supplies 

that you need?

● Plan for what to do when you have free time. There 

will be other times in the future when you find 

yourself with nothing to do at school, so what will you 

do in the future?

I hope that you found some of these suggestions 

helpful! If you have any specific questions, please friend me, TC 

Eley, on Facebook and send me a message. You can also friend 

me if you don’t have any questions. This year, I am a new HAJET 

member. I am in charge of the HAJET website and the Google 

Drive account. I will also be a helper at Hyogo Orientation. I 

look forward to meeting everyone there!

Good luck and see you soon!

TC 
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TC Eley
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GO BANANAS FOR TURON!

Turon, nicknamed “banana spring roll,” is a popular Filipino snack. This 
sweet goodness is made with bananas wrapped in spring roll wrapper and 
fried. You’ll find that this popular street food is quite filling as it is 
interesting.

Jappy Molina

How to Make Turon (Banana Spring Roll)
Makes 16 rolls

Ingredients

4 ripe saba bananas

½ cup brown sugar

1 can of Jackfruit (optional)

16 spring roll wrappers

Vegetable or canola oil for frying
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I’m staying in Japan because Japan is 

a good fit for me. I speak a little 

Japanese, I'm familiar with the 

customs somewhat, it’s easy to travel 

around to different countries.  

I tend to make friends pretty easily 
here. My responsibilities are quite 

low and I have a decent standard of 
living. I don't intend to stay forever, 

but for now, Japan is just a good 
place for me to be.

I could only get a two year 

contract with Softbank and you 

have to pay a fee to cancel it. 

 Deuce Griggs, 3rd Yr Himeji JET 
 Rory Kelly, 2nd Yr Himeji JET 

 Louis Gutry, 2nd Yr Himeji JET 

Having wandered far and wide, scoured the furthest reaches of 

the Earth, Japan gives one very compelling reason for one to stay. 

The country teems with beautiful creatures, and it's a privilege to 

simply breathe the same air as them.  

(Should I try to be more politically correct? I'm talking about the 
ladies)

Why 
They’re
Staying

 Sarah Leck, 4th Yr Kobe JET 

Why did I stay for another year? I really enjoy the network of people living nearby, both local and 

fellow foreigners. Both help with different parts of living daily life. They recommend new places to 

visit, or help with slightly difficult tasks like negotiating accommodation or event bookings.  

Of course, knowing a little bit of the language helped ease the culture shock. I suggest to anyone 

living here to try and pick up as much Japanese as you can, and use it when out and about.  

Finally, there are so many different kinds of places to visit without leaving the country! You can 

visit snowy mountains in Nagano, desert in Tottori, the seaside in Wakayama, the tropics in 

Okinawa, urban landscapes in Osaka, and much more in the 42 other prefectures. I've got so many 

more places I want to visit, so of course I had to stay another year!  Plus, where else in the world 

has easy access to so many Pokémon stores and events?!

5 KICCHIRI KITCHEN FEATURES



Why
 I’m

 Staying
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Everyone is different in their reasoning for 

what might benefit their careers, fuel their 

interests, or what will be either more or 

less a vacation or an occupational burden. 

My time in Japan has luckily been a 

combination of many experiences, which I 

feel helped contribute to my decision to 

stay in Japan yet another year. 

This will be the beginning of my 3rd year 

working for Hyogo Prefecture at two Senior 

High Schools.  On average, I'd say I’ve 

taught about 16-17 classes per week on 

average throughout both years.  It was 

gruelling when I started my position, 

because much of the teaching materials I 

use now were only a glimmer at the back of 

my mind.  Much of my classes were a mess 

and I was never satisfied with my lesson 

plans.  A problem with many ALTs is 

keeping that early motivation to improve 

and push forward while resisting the urge 

to succumb to stress of a new job right 

away. 

I slowly adjusted, found lessons I liked and 

didn't like, and created a system that 

worked well enough for me and my JTEs.  

Eventually, I could juggle other 

responsibilities while contributing enough 

to my lessons to feel stable.  Later, I 

learned that many teachers didn't always 

have the luxury to adjust.  Sometimes the 

lesson load can be too irregular, bouncing 

from school to school, or too much, or even 

too little.  

The JETs I saw leaving had sometimes left 

because of boredom and under-use. 

While I felt a weight of work to sift 

through in the beginning, it was always 

manageable and I can only sympathize 

with those who were not given a fair 

amount of work. 

In addition to the stable workload, 

having an array of interests, such as 

boxing at the local gym, music 

performance groups and live houses and 

bars, and the support of AJET events and 

local JET meetups, I've constantly had an 

amazing variety of opportunities to be 

among friends and create my own 

community here in Japan.  Many of my 

friends include Japanese people, which I 

feel is essential in creating a firm 

community for oneself here, and not 

something that exists merely in the 

foreigner 'void' that we create between 

ourselves. 

Having pushed to be part of a wide 

community, diving headfirst into my 

personal interests, and creating a 

manageable (maybe even fun) work 

environment for myself, has allowed me 

to truly enjoy my experience here.  In the 

future, I have a few career opportunities 

I'm still exploring, including international 

positions with the U.S. government, or 

even furthering my education in a 

masters program.   

But, I feel that my time here would 

be an even stronger investment and 

therefore an even stronger 

experience which shouldn't be cut 

short too soon.  My advice to others 

who would want to share in this 

investment should strive to feel 

appreciated and useful, to be active 

and involved in school life and the 

local community (either with foreign 

friends or Japanese, if possible), and 

to remind themselves of the reason 

they came here every day. 

Living in Japan is a rare opportunity 

and one that may not last, so I hope 

to make the most of my time here. 

Stephen Crafton, Third Year Kobe JET  

“...strive to feel 
appreciated and useful, 
to be active and 
involved in school life 
and the local 
community.”

It’s August now and for some people that means 
either a lot of travelling or a lot of boredom. This 
makes it a good time to think about the JET year 
coming up. Some people are thinking that this 
might be their last year. Or maybe they are 
thinking how they plan to make their next year 
even better.
For me, it wasn’t much of a debate whether I 
would stay this year or not. When I first came I 
was tentative about how long I would stick it out, 
but it wasn’t long before I was set on going for 
the full 5 years. The first 3 years seemed to go by 
way too fast and now, seeing some of my friends 
leaving, the next 2 years seem like they’ll be even 
faster. 
The most important reason I’m staying is that I 
love teaching. What’s the point in staying at a job 
if you hate it? The school I’m in lets me make my 
own lessons, so I get plenty of freedom to flex my

“The most important reason I’m staying is that I love 
teaching. What’s the point in staying at a job if you hate it?” 
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creativity. Also, I get to help students 
with thinks like the Eiken Exam and 
speech contests. I’ve never once hated 
staying late to do these things. I plan on 
going into teaching when I return to 
Ireland, so every day I teach is just more 
experience that will help in the future.
It’s then just a bonus that I get to explore 
Japan while I do that. Many of my friends 
who have left have always found that 
they are suddenly running out of time to 
do everything that they thought they’d 
do here. I say that, but I know I’ll be 
doing the same. 
Even after 3 years I’m still happy and 
comfortable here and I still feel like I 
have lots I can and should do

John Kirwan



A Year
OF

CONCERTS

Venue: Osaka Symphony Hall 

Location: A few blocks from the Willer 

Express Bus Terminal in Osaka Umeda 

near Umeda Station or Fukushima Station 

 

Osaka Symphony Hall is one of those 

beautiful auditoriums where you can 

dress up, have a nice dinner before 

heading to the show, and pretend like 

you’re a part of high society for a night. 

The seats are placed on multiple levels 

and there are seats that encircle the sides 

of the stage as well. It’s a venue where 

you can probably have any seat in the 

house and be fine. Accompanying the 

cool acoustic architectural aspects of 

Symphony Hall is a beautiful chandelier 

like art piece dangling from the ceiling. By 

far, it is one of my favorite venues to see 

a show. 

 

Event: Yo-yo Ma October 28 (水) 2015 

 

As a birthday present to myself, I bought 

last minute tickets to see Yo-yo Ma and 

Kathryn Stott perform together in 

concert. It was incredible. These two 

artists really get into the music and it was 

wonderful to see their stage presence as 

they played together in harmony. 

Growing up in the states, Yo-yo Ma was 

one of the more well known Asian talents 

and as he is moving along in age, it was a 

wonderful opportunity to see him 

perform live.  

We enjoyed the rest of the concert and I 

learned this: The audience that night was 

not very good at telling when one song 

ended and where another began, so I 

found myself having to be the one to 

start the applause. There were a few 

times prior to this as I watched the 

audience sit in silence waiting for Yo-yo 

Ma to begin the next song, and I sat there 

a bit stunned, thinking ‘Seriously? No 

one’s going to clap? How rude. >.< Well I 

guess I’ll be the awkward one then.’ 

Haha. It was a pretty interesting social 

phenomenon. By the end of the concert, 

the clapping became normalized though. 

That was a great night. :> 

Venue: Festival Hall 

Location: A mere 20 minute walk from 

Umeda Station 

 

Festival Hall is another ritsy concert venue 

with a red carpet and a whole bunch of 

escalators for this large scale concert hall. 

It’s a bit of a walk from the Umeda stations, 

but it’s settled on the corner between two 

of the rivers that eventually lead to the 

ocean, so the walk over is very nice. The 

concert hall is huge and has multiple levels 

and seating on walls bordering the stage on 

the higher levels. It’s a very nice venue to 

see a concert. Win. 

 

Event: Pixar in Concert February 28 (日) 

2016 

 

This concert was an eclectic mix of Pixar 

scenes spliced together from selected 

movies and played silently on a massive 

screen while being accompanied by the 

Kansai Philharmonic Orchestra. It was the 

first time that I’d ever seen something like 

this. The songs they played for Toy Story, 

Monsters Inc., and Up, are the ones that 

stick out the most in my mind. It was a 

throwback to childhood seeing all of these 

old movies and being reminded that I 

should see WALL-E at some point and the 

new dinosaur movie which will have 

fireflies! It’s pretty crazy how spot on the 

orchestra was synced with what was 

happening on screen. The conductor had an 

ipad looking thing, that helped he or she 

signal the orchestra at the right time. It’s 

pretty nifty how technology was 

incorporated in this concert. I think Pixar 

fans were quite happy with the result. 

 

 

 

Event: Titanic Live Concert April 5 (火) 2016 

 

Brittany & I headed out on a weeknight to 

see the movie Titanic live in concert. The 

movie began to play minus the background 

music which the orchestra supplemented 

live. It was like going to a super fancy movie 

where you get to experience it with a more 

heightened sense of sound awareness. So 

the opening began, and they even played 

the well-known Twentieth Century Fox 

opening theme before the film began. ^-^ It 

was epic. I remember that this was the first 

movie theater film in which I cried.  

So the movie started and it was a blast from 

the past, not only in terms of the story, but 

also in terms of the filming. I tried really 

hard to keep my eyes on the orchestra at 

the same time that I was watching the 

movie, but the orchestra played so 

seamlessly with the movie, that it was hard 

at times not to forget that there was a live 

orchestra playing. It was pretty awesome 

too, when the vocalist sang for the opening 

and the ending.  

I was thoroughly impressed with the 

stamina of the orchestra and conductor. 

Holy cannoli! Those wind musicians 

especially, playing for that long straight. 

They are BAMFs! All too quickly came the 

credits with the vocalist singing “My Heart 

Will Go On”; things haven’t changed much 

since I was a kid it would seem, cuz my eyes 

were waterworks at the end, and I was still 

teary-eyed even as we left the seating area. 

Definitely an experience I will remember. 

 

Later I found out that they were doing 

similar concerts for E.T. and Indiana Jones. I 

suspect this is a yearly thing, so be sure to 

keep an eye out for some live movie 

concerts next year! 

 

Ume
daMandy 

Wong 
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Venue: Orix Theatre 

Location: Near Honmachi and Shinsaibashi 

Station on the Midosuji Subway Line 

 

Since this venue is sandwiched between two 

subway stations, it is pretty conveniently 

located. However, if you’re planning on 

driving there, be sure to look at the parking 

options on their website and call a week in 

advance to reserve a spot. It’ll be cheaper 

too. ;) This venue is pretty straight forward, 

sizable with a few tiers of floors, and the 

usual foldy seats. It’s hard to get a bad seat 

and you probably won’t have issues with 

viewing the concert. In the building, there is a 

pretty nifty cafe with floor to wall windows 

on one side where you can sit and watch all 

the fans gather in the park out front. The view 

is nice all around at this venue.     

 

Event: Sakamoto Maaya Follow Me Up! 

January 9 (土) 2016 

 

This concert was a schooling in lighting. If you 

didn’t enjoy the music (which of course I did), 

you’d definitely enjoy the light show. Each 

song had a completely different lighting 

set-up that matched well with the beat of the 

music in addition to the song’s theme.

Event: LiSA Hi! Five! May 7 (土) 2016 

 

I was introduced to LiSA through her work on 

the Sword Art Online animation theme songs. 

The genre of her music style tends toward 

rock, but on occasion she does have slower 

songs. For this concert, she took center stage 

and had a guitarist on each side of her and 

drums right behind. There was also a giant 

hand-shaped balloon waving at the back right 

that would periodically change into a peace 

sign very stealthily. At the top of the stage 

was a pretty star lamp post and a park bench 

in the center. For her slow songs she went up 

to the bench at the top and sang from there. 

It was beautiful with galaxy themed lighting. 

LiSA has incredible stage presence and is very 

good at getting her audience amped up. For 

this concert everyone had a seat, but unlike 

the Sakamoto Maaya concert, LiSA fans stood 

up for everything but the slow songs. It was 

nice that she had mini platforms on each side 

of the stage and in the center so that she was 

visible the whole time. She definitely rocked 

the stage

Nam
baMandy 

Wong 
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People are leaving. It’s sad, in case you didn’t know. It’s sad because you might not see people ever again and, even if you do, 

they might be changed beyond recognition. Or you might be. It might turn out your friendship was ephemeral and ethereal and it 

crumbles when you don’t live in the same town anymore. It might turn out that you don’t like Japan as much without your friend 

there. It might even turn out that all of reality is a Matrix style lie and they never existed, or they did but now they’re bald and you 

only liked them because of their hair. 

But leaving-season can also be sad even if you’re staying because it reminds you of what you’re missing. I imagine many JETs are 

heading home for a brief trip this summer before returning to Japan and this can be even worse: to have a taste of what you want and 

then have to go back. Luckily, I have a balm for the pain; it’s music, and it’s time to soothe the savage beast. 

The song I suggest for your saudade needs is called Letter from America and it's by a Scottish band called 'The Proclaimers'. Firstly, I 

should point out for any Proclaimers fans  that I am aware of the political nature of this song: it speaks of Scotland's industrial history 

and the mass immigration out of the country. I love that this song has a political bent- it's just that, for me, it also has a personal bent. 

I am now going to piss off the Proclaimers fans even more by saying that my preferred version of this song comes from Sunshine on 

Leith- not the album, the movie.  

Yes, they made a Proclaimers juke box musical, and then they turned that into a film and in that film, where they sing this ballad and 

the context is transformed from a trenchant dissection of Scotland's socioeconomic history into a family singing about how their 

daughter is moving abroad soon. 

And that is one of the reasons why I find this song so unique and 

perfectly attuned to the position of a JET. There are other songs 

about leaving: people in music have left on jet planes; in big 

yellow taxis; on the midnight train to Georgia; hell, on a midnight 

train going anywhere. But there aren't that many songs about 

someone about to be left. Especially in a context where you know 

you should be happy for the person going, but you're not because 

you're a human being and you're selfish. 

 

There is a line in the song where the mother, played by Jane 

Horrocks, sings 'We should have held you/We should have told 

you' and then the father, Peter Mullan, adjoins 'But you know our 

sense of timing/We always wait too long'. It's heartbreaking and 

it's poignant but at the same time, you think that even had they 

been more overt with their affections, she still would have ended 

up going. They know this, and I think they also know deep down 

that it's a good thing that she's exploring the world, but they still 

want her beside them because they're going to miss her. 

 

Another lyric, 'Do we have to roam the world/To prove 

how much it hurts?', speaks to the sense of confusion felt by 

those left behind. I got asked by a lot of my friends and family 

why I was going to Japan, and a lot of them felt unappeased by 

my answers: ultimately, I think that sense of wanderlust or 

fernweh is something you either have or you don't. And if you 

don't, maybe you wonder to yourself if traipsing around the globe 

is really necessary to feel something. 

 

I like to imagine that, while I'm gone, all the people I left behind 

are singing this song to themselves (much the way they do in the 

film) and I make myself believe that I am missed. I have no idea if 

this is the case. 
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Letter From America Rory Kelly

The Homesickness National Anthem

 

Event: Hatsune Miku concert March 29 (火) 

2016 

 

We didn’t have nice 2nd floor seats so this 

was my first time experiencing a standing 

concert. Immediate conclusion? I don’t 

really fancy them. Once the concert started, 

it was really interesting to see all of the 

hyped up Hatsune Miku fans. My friend and 

I spend most of the concert craning our 

necks and standing on our tippytoes to try 

to catch longer glimpses of Hatsune Miku. It 

was pretty cool when she materialized on 

stage, but not too shortly after, I got pretty 

tired of trying to see past everyone’s heads 

and thought ‘Really? She’s a hologram. why 

not use this as an opportunity to project her 

a bit higher than the stage, so that everyone 

can actually see her?’ I was not too happy 

about the set-up. Her band, made of live 

musicians, really rocked out and were 

excellent though. The costume changes 

were pretty nifty as well and there was one 

part where Hatsune Miku sprouted wings 

that was pretty epic. Overall, the experience 

of seeing Vocaloids and the technology of 

their projections was worth it, despite the 

atrocious viewing conditions. If you ever 

plan on going to a Vocaloid concert, do 

yourself a favor and get the nice seats 

where you can actually see the Vocaloids 

perform.

Venue: Zepp Namba 

Location: near Namba Station & Namba 

Parks Shopping Mall 

Additional costs: ￥500 for a drink coin 

 

As a venue, Zepp Namba brings an 

interesting balance as far as seating and 

concert style goes. If you are fond of 

standing, (possibly) being close to the 

performers, and rocking out, Zepp Namba’s 

first floor is perfect for you. However, if you 

like a more laid back concert and just want 

to enjoy the show with a decent view, you 

can have that too, just make sure you get 

2nd floor seats.  

 

Event: ClariS 1st concert March 12 (土) 

2016 

 

Having gotten 2nd floor seats for the ClariS 

concert, the view was great!. They had a 

raised stage for their performance, so I’m 

sure the people on the 1st floor appreciated 

being able to see the performers.  

 

At the beginning of the concert, they 

opened with an animated projection of a 

book that had an Alice in Wonderland feel 

to it. Throughout the show, they would sing 

and dance on stage as the projections 

played in the back or other stage dancers 

would perform while they did costume 

changes. I was pretty distracted by the light 

sticks, since it was my first concert where 

everyone was super into cheering and 

nearly everyone had bought a light stick to 

wave to the beat. It was a job well done for 

their first concert tour. :)   

 

 

 

REVIEWSREVIEWS

http://www.orixtheater.jp/
http://www.orixtheater.jp/
http://hall.zepp.co.jp/namba/
http://hall.zepp.co.jp/namba/
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The 
Japanese
Literary 
Nerd
Starter 
Pack

The Haruki Murakami Starter Pack

Reading Japanese literature in Japan is a wonderful 

experience. If you’re a massive nerd like me, you can take 

literary pilgrimages to the places you visit in the novels.  I have 

traveled to some incredibly beautiful places because Mishima 

sent his melancoly protagonist there to describe the beauty of 

the landscape while pondering the meaninglessness of life 

(thanks for the weekend plans).  Sure, the times have changed 

and there’s certainly less rikshaws and asshole aristocrats 

these days, but the natural landscapes are more or less the 

same.

 

Below is my guide to “must read” Japanese literature. From 

the first novel ever written, to contemporary masterpieces, 

this list is guarunteed to impress your colleagues and/or throw 

you into an existential crisis. Work your way through this 

abridged history of Japanese literature with this chronological 

guide.

 

Lady Murasaki Shikibu - Tale of the Genji (1021)

I mean not only is this the first fiction novel ever written, but it 

was written by a woman. That in it’s own right makes this 

pre-emptive Heian masterpiece deserving of a place on some 

kind of to-read list. The story centres on the sexual conquests 

of an aesthetically perfect, aristocratic fuck boi. Frustrating 

plotline aside, the langauge of a novel written about a 

thousand years ago makes for a tough read. I won’t judge you 

if you skip this one.

 

Natsume Soseki – published works from 1905-1916

Natsume is the granddaddy of modern Japanese literature. 

His writing has shaped the face of contemporary Japanese 

literature, and until recently his portrait was on the ¥1000 

note. He’s a big deal.  

Must read: Kokoro (1914) A naïve university student 

befriends an older man he calls Sensei, who is cynical and 

depressed. The story of egosim, temptation and guilt is told 

in three parts. The unnamed student narrates the first two 

parts, while the compelling final part is told by the sensei in 

a letter to the student. The melodrama unfolds slowly and 

somewhat tediously, but you will become more invested 

than you realise. If you liked Kokoro, try Botchan (1906) or 

Sanshiro (1908). 

Ogai Mori – The Wild Geese (1911) “Not all wild geese can 

fly” – This is a sad tale of unrequited love and betrayal. In 

order to care for her ailing father, the poor young heroine 

becomes a sleazy moneylender’s mistress. This short novel 

left my heart feeling like a dry and shriveled husk. 

Ranpo Edogawa – Japanese Tales of Mystery and 

Imagination (1925-1956)

This anthology of short stories spans the career of Japan’s 

answer to Edar Allen Poe. If you need a break from stories 

about Caitlin Frunks
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The Yukio Mishima Starter Pack

privileged young men in the midst of an existential crisis (I’m 

looking at you Natsume, Mishima, Abe and Murakami) this is 

the book for you. These wildly peverse, mysterious and scary 

stories will suck you in and spit you out feeling scared and 

dirty, in the best possible way.

 

Kawabata Yasunari – Published works from 1926-1964

Kawabata is another big gun in the canon of Japanese 

literature. In 1968 he became the first Japanese writer to win 

the Nobel Prize for Literature.

Must read: Snow Country (1948) A melancholy tale of a 

doomed romance set in the desolate beauty of Western 

Japan. Read this book in winter, preferably on a train along a 

snowy mountain pass (I actually did). If you liked Snow 

Country, try Thousand Cranes (1952).

 

Abe Kobo – published works from 1948-1994

Abe Kobo is an avant-garde writer who has often been 

compared to Kafka for his surreal and nightmarish 

explorations of individuals in contemporary society.

Must read: The Woman in the Dunes (1962) An ameteur 

entomologist is stranded at a sand dune for the night and 

seeks refuge with a local woman. When he tries to leave the 

next day he finds that he is held captive. This story of a man 

trying to escape the sand is very much like sand itself: it’s 

gritty, uncomfortable at times and will get under your skin and 

into your sandwich. If you liked The Woman in the Dunes, try 

The Face of Another (1946 - full disclosure: I hated this book, 

but will acknowledge it is cleverly written) or the more 

contemporary The Ark Sakura (1984).

Mishima Yukio – published works from 1949 – 1971

Where to begin with Mishima… First of all, he is one of the 

most imoportant Japanese writers of the 20th century and was 

considered for the same 1968 Nobel Prize for Literature that 

went to Kawabata. Second of all, he founded his own right 

wing militia, attempted and failed a coup d’état of the 

Japanese SDF, and then commited seppuku. If that’s not 

enough to spark some interest in the guy then I can’t help you.

Must read: Sea of Fertility tetralogy (1969-1971) Ok sorry, my 

must read is actually four books. This tetralogy is Mishima’s 

magnum opus. The story spans the lifetime of the protagonist, 

Honda. Each of the novels depicts what Honda comes to 

belive are successive reincarnations of his high school friend. 

A gripping tale runs throughout the novels. The ending of the 

third book notably had me involunarilty yell “shit!” and slam 

the book down while I was on the train.

If you liked The Sea of Fertility tetralogy, try all of his books 

and plays. 

Murakami Haruki – published works from 1979 – present

Murakami is the most internationally acclaimed contemporary 

writer to come out of Japan. Every man and his dog have read 

this guy. Criticised within Japan for writing un-Japanese 

novels, many of his novels take place in surreal worlds where 

cats talk and it rains fish. His novels are engaging and easy to 

read.

Must read: Kafka on the Shore (2002) A surreal page-turner 

about a teenage runaway, a lonely old man, and the strange 

crossing of their paths. If you liked Kafka on the Shore, try The 

Wind-Up Bird Chronicle (1994). If magical realism is not to 

your liking, try Norwegian Wood (1987) instead.

 

Yoshimoto Banana – Kitchen (1988)

At last another female writer. Kitchen is a contemporary 

classic. The novella is told from the perspective of a young 

woman struggling with grief and finding comfort in the 

Kitchen. I personally don’t love this book, but it’s critical 

acclaim makes it deserving of a place on this list. At a short 

150 pages, it’s worth a shot.

I hope this guide can help you pad out your 

#SummerReadingStack or at least give you something to break 

the silence with your desk neighbour at school. Reading these 

books has enhanced my time in Japan. Teachers room 

discussions have broken out on the definitive ranking of Abe 

Kobo’s best books, friendly ojisan have started conversations 

with me on the train, and most importantly I have traveled to 

some truly beautiful places that I wouldn’t otherwise know 

about. 

The REVIEW
Season 3

Rory Kelly

I always find it curious how relatable Bojack Horseman (the 

show) is, considering how alien to the experiences of most 

people Bojack Horseman (the character) is: he’s half-man, 

half-horse; he doesn’t need to work yet maintains an absolutely 

palatial lifestyle; he operates on a level of fame akin to David 

Schwimmer or the guy who played Carlton on The Fresh Prince 

of Bel-Air; he always seems to make the absolute worst decision 

possible with regards to interpersonal relationships. 

 

Maybe it’s that last one that strikes a chord.  

 

 

Season 3 of Bojack Horseman is sad. Be warned. If you decide to 

burn through it all in one day, as I did, then prepare yourself for 

an emotional few hours, after which you will almost certainly 

need a drink and a lie-down, much like Bojack does, every 

minute of every day. Marvellous writing that, to allow the 

audience so thoroughly into a character’s head.  

 

The main narrative thrust is provided by Bojack’s campaign to 

win an Oscar- again, not the most relatable of situations for 

most people (my own ongoing attempts to be noticed by the 

Academy notwithstanding) but, like the brilliant 30 Rock- where 

Tracy decided that winning an Oscar was a “a good goal for a 

talented crazy person”- they manage to make an utterly 

dislikeable retch trying to win over the Hollywood Elite bizarrely 

compelling.  

There are other threads (Todd has yet another business 

venture, Diane still doesn’t know who she is, Princess Carolyn 

finds it hard to balance work and anything else) but honestly 

we’ve seen all these before. That’s not to say they’re boring or 

even poorly-executed but one feels they could have found a 

few new story possibilities for these characters who are 

otherwise so well-drawn. For example, there’s an interesting 

early arc with Diane and Mr. Peanutbutter which is handled 

really well but it ends and then doesn’t really come up again. I 

like the direction in which they took it but I wish there could 

have been more of it (if you watch the series, you’ll see why 

there couldn’t have been and you’ll think me sort of stupid for 

wishing it).

Another complaint I have is that I would have liked more 

interaction between the characters and a bit more focus on the   

supporting cast, i.e. people other than Bojack. Don’t get me 

wrong, Bojack is an complex, layered, extremely funny main 

character and very interesting to spend time with but so are all 

the others. I know it sounds strange to say that I wish we’d had 

more of them when I was just complaining about their story 

arcs but I think one of the problems is that we had to gloss over 

a lot of the details of their struggles; also, we needed more of 

everyone interacting with Bojack, which is usually when the 

show is at its most vibrant. Only Diane and Princess Carolyn 

really get any face-time with the mercurial lead and that’s a 

shame. Honestly, I would have killed for another conversation 

like the one in season two where Mr. Peanubutter and Bojack 

just rip into each other on live television.  

What else to say? One can’t deny the artistry of a show which, 

like earlier episodes of The Simpsons, really makes a case for 

animated sitcoms: there’s an episode which is almost entirely 

silent; flashbacks done in an unsettling, graphic novel style; the 

now-traditional ‘character does a lot of drugs and the art gets 

all trippy’ episode (two of them, actually).  

The voice cast is undeniably starry- I counted five Oscar 

winners/nominees (fitting, given the season’s preoccupations). 

Sometimes this works, sometimes it’s just distracting: Angela 

Bassett absolutely loses herself in her role as a svengali 

publicist, but then Kimiko Glenn (Soso from Orange is the New 

Black) shows up in one episode and I couldn’t hear anything but 

her other Netflix character. She’s not a bad actress, it’s just her 

voice is very distinctive. (Incidentally, it’s an absolute treat to 

see- or hear- Mara Wilson again, even if her voice is decidedly 

different from when she was Mathilda).  

 

Overall, I loved this season but I am quite a fan of Bojack 

Horseman- something about it speaks to me. This season, like 

most of the others, is very heavy emotionally, mixed in with 

some frankly puerile humor (as well as some incredibly refined 

humor). I like the characters, I find the world they’ve created 

interesting and the bare-faced and often depressing 

existentialism oddly refreshing. I would recommend this show 

for anyone who was a fan of sitcom in the nineties but then had 

to grow up and realise that very few things end with a joke.  
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Hiking in Hyogo: 
Mt. Seppiko

Caitlin Frunks



Hiking in Hyogo
 
Moving to Japan, a land of practically nothing but mountains, 
has been a dream for me. I come from Western Australia; 
probably the flattest state in the very flat country that is 
Australia. However, for as long as I can remember I have 
dreamt of huge, rocky, snow-capped, mountains. While 
Hyogo’s mountains are a far stretch from the snow-capped 
peaks in the Japanese Alps, they’re still pretty fantastic. While 
in Japan it’s my aim to climb as many as the 100 Famous 
Mountains of Japan  (百名山) as possible, as well as the 100 
Famous Mountains of Kansai. In this monthly column I’d like 
to share my hikes from around Hyogo and surrounds, to 
encourage you to get out and soak in the beauty that lies in 
our own backyard!

The first mountain I’d like to introduce to you is Mt Seppiko.  I 
am sure many Hyogo residents have heard of this mountain, 
if not already hiked it. However, if you haven’t, I hope I can 
encourage you to give it a try! Mt Seppiko is basically in the 
center of the Harima area, most easily accessible by car. 
There is a nice campground at the base of the trail where I 
camped the night before in order to get an early start. If you 
have the time and enjoy camping, I would recommend it.The 
trail starts with 4 or 5 log steps that quickly dissolve into a 
mess of tree roots and rubble. The initial ascent is incredibly 
steep and challenging. After about an hour of steep climbing 
through the pine and cedar forest, you will reach a huge rock 
formation that popular with expert rock climbers. After this, 
the hike gets really challenging and fun

(or scary, depending on who you ask). There are a series of 
rock outcroppings that require the assistance of ropes and 
chains to climb. After about 40 minutes of this fun, you will 
reach the summit of Otenshou, which is the target peak 
for the majority of climbers. Here I took a short break to 
admire the amazing view, and had a chat with a fellow 
hiker about teaching English in Japan, while snacking on 
some matcha cookies he gave me. I ran into quite a few 
other hikers on this day and received choruses of 「すばら
しい ！」and gifts of cookies and candy when they heard I 
was hiking by myself. After saying goodbye to my new 
friend, I continued on the full circuit trail to the main peak 
(with not much of a view to speak of), before peacefully 
descending along a series of waterfalls. The loop hike is 
6km and took me just over 5 hours, however I would allow 
5-7 hours depending on group size and fitness level, as I 
find solo-hiking is a lot faster. The peak is only 915m high, 
but rest assured this is a challenging hike, and not for the 
faint hearted. However, if you would like to challenge 
yourself and see breathtaking views, this is the hike for 
you! Let’s hiking!
 
For more information on hiking in Japan, with highly 
detailed guides (in English!) I recommend the website 
‘Hiking in Japan’.  
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Hu-madness has set in 
The moisture’s underneath your skin 
And the heat’s trapped between the hair 
On your neck, sitting there 
Just waiting to press down 
To drown 
You in its fire, or roast you with its rain 
The elements once so twain 
Are now one 
Fire and water’s son 

Humidity 
Will dance upon your nape 
And dress you in a cape 
Of sweat 
How fetching! How wet! 
And then he’ll belay your every thought 
Weigh them down til they are taut 
Til they could cut a gem to pieces 
And when you think them they leave creases 
And grooves 

Humidity  
Moves 
With you, he is your tail 
Always with you, without fail 
Running down your spine 
Making water out of wine 
Making water out of air 
Til all is water everywhere 
But nought is cool 
A white-hot boiling swimming pool 
In which you must walk 
And eat and sleep and talk 
You wonder if you’re heard 
Or if every single word 
Is being swallowed by the tide 
Because the voices deep inside 
You are muffled 
Shuffled 
They come to you out of order 
So all your actions border 
On insane 
You try to explain 
That it’s the heat and the damp 
But 

Humidity 
Has made camp  
Within us all 
Some can cope and some must crawl 

Humidity 
Will get the better 
And make wetter 
Those who he deems weak 
Kiss them on each cheek 
Leave them lathered in his slop 
And though they wish that it would stop 
It never can- 
If you can’t stand 

Humidity  
Stay out of Japan 

Oh, the Humidity

THE
REFUGE
Rory Kelly
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Sweat Days
It was, simply put, too hot. The sun watched the classroom with a sort of bored malevolence, reaching down its long fingers and poisoning whatever it 

touched with a brush of its hand. Everything radiated heat: the walls, the chairs, the desks; everyone in the room was shifting in a low-key rhythm, trying to 
find that sweet spot unspoiled by the temperature to no avail. 

The teacher had given up on imparting any information to the students ten minutes in; he was content now to watch them vaguely scratch at some worksheet 
or another and count down the days to the summer holiday in their heads. Truth be told, as long as no one did something to call his attention and make him 

trudge through the crucibyllic heat of the classroom, he would allow them to do whatever they liked. They could be plotting his murder for all he cared, as 
long as he didn’t have to move. 

Halfway through the lesson, he heard the clipped walk of the headmistress outside. He knew the timbre of her gait by now, half-second gap between heel and 
toe hitting the ground. At half the teacher’s age, she was new to the profession and a go-getter, an all-round terrible combination. She was constantly urging 

the staff to ‘inspire’ the students by being 'pro-active’ and 'innovative’, all words which marked her out as an idiot and a busybody, and certainly someone 
who had never spent a second around a teenager. When she arrived she had immediately taken the teacher’s long-held parking spot for her own, and looked 

flagrantly ridiculous every day as she parked her tiny little Masda in a space made for a real car. 
Still, she signed the paycheques, and she didn’t like to see her staff sedentary, so just before she reached the door, the teacher managed to pry himself out of 

his seat and start a lazy circuit around the room. He strolled past the students, ostensibly looking down at the worksheets on their desks, but in reality judging 
the vast array of stationery they all lugged around with them. When he had been in school, it had been one pencil, a pen, a rubber and maybe a protractor, if 

you had arithmetic that day. All very plain, all bought from the kindly Mr. Crown down the road from the comprehensive (the Teacher concentrated, but 
couldn’t remember if he’d heard that Mr. Crown had died a decade back, or if he’d just assumed). 

 
Now they all carried with them a hundred different pencils, all of different colours, at least two pens- one fountain, one not-, umpteen rubbers in garish 

colours, a protractor, a rule, calculator (which looked too much like a phone for the teacher’s liking), a right-angle, a glue stick, a pencil sharpener, a pair of 
scissors (whoever’s bright idea that was), a hole punch, a roll of sello-tape and a compass (which was never put to mathematical use but in fact only existed to 

stab the desks, the rubbers and, more often than not, other students). 
They ported all of this around in a mini-sac that they called a pencil case (what had become of the snazzy tins of his youth?) that was inevitably branded with 

some blank-eyed musician or nitwitted footballer. They’d define themselves through these items, laugh at those who had the wrong ones and form entire 
cliques based solely on the similarity of the faces on their merchandise. The lurid colours and cheap plastic would fade by March and then in Septemer, 

they’d’ve bought a new one, perhaps with a new false idol blazened on if they’d experience some small iota of personal growth in the intervening year, and the 
teacher would still have no idea who these people were. All he knew was that just before the start of every new school year, they recieved more money than 

he’d ever dreamed, just fot having their face on a piece of ephemera. 
The sun continued to quash all energy in the room like a wet blanket on an electrical fire and the teacher had almost finished his rounds and was already 
looking forward to flopping back down into his uncomfortable chair when he noticed that Chloe Marsden’s pencil case was blank. Well, not entirely- but it 

didn’t bear the insipid mug of any primping singer or dull-witted sportsman. It was, in fact, covered in words. It seemed to be a poem of some sort, although 
not one the teacher recognised. 

He picked up the pencil case- Chloe made no objection- and turned it over in his hands. The words seemed, to his mind, to actually be quite profound: the 
poem was really quite good, and the fact that some phrases were emboldened and bigger than the rest really leant weight to their ideas. He was most pleased. 

He thought he might look up the original poem when he got home, to see if he could maybe do a lesson on it, when the weather was cooler. He turned the 
pencil case over in his hands once more, and was about to put it down, when one of the emboldened phrases suddenly leapt out at him 

  Dream of the soft look 
  Your eyes had once 

Without really knowing what he was doing, he walked over to the window, slid it open and then threw the case out. Inured to the gasps behind him, he 
watched the thing tumble through the air, turning over and over, and then slam down onto the headmistress’ car, cracking the windshield. 

Ignoring Chloe Marsden’s plaintive pleas, he walked back to his desk, sat down and promptly closed his eyes. 
It was, simply put, too hot.
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